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Product
Asset platform features
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Find content in seconds
Your colleagues will find on-brand content in seconds with fast and powerful search
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Control versioning and permissions
Help your colleagues use the latest up-to-date materials
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Organize and update in seconds
Update slides that are in multiple presentations in one place
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Grow via end-user suggestions
Let your team suggest slides but remain in control
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Works everywhere
Access your on-brand assets wherever you work


why slidehub
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What makes SlideHub different
How SlideHub compares to alternatives
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Security
Stay secure with systems validated by 3rd parties




Platform add-ons
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Fast PowerPoint service
8 hour median turnaround time
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Implementation support
Let us take care of everything







Solution



WHO BENEFITS
Resources
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End-user
The one who creates the slides
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Contents manager
The one who manages the slides
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Owner/CFO
Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum
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IT
Lorem ipsum lorem ipsum


by industry
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Business advisors
Help consultants win more proposals with consistent best-practice slides
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B2B organizations
Help business professionals build visually appealing on-brand slides with ease


By role
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Fee earners
Win more deals with streamlined proposals
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Marketing professionals
Grow your best assets while keeping on-brand
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Sales leaders
Increase proposal win-rates
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IT & security teams
Frictionless to set up and manage







CustomersWatch videosPricing


Resources
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Help center
Documentation, etc.
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Contact Customer Success
Book time with Customer Success
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Book demo
Book time to evaluate SlideHub
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Blog
Product updates, etc.
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Webinars
Watch live or on-demand
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Ebooks
Free ebooks
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About SlideHub
Tech, vision, etc.
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Contact us
Phone, email, chat, etc.







Start free trial



Login
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Login with password
If you remember your credentials
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Login with email
If you are uncertain about your login details






Book demo
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Sign-up for our Q3 product release webinar!
Register




Help your organization win more proposals with a central slide library
Cloud library to find organized and up-to-date content in seconds instead of wasting time searching in old folders


Book demo

Watch videos


4.5
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 Your browser does not support the video tag.








PROUDLY SERVING LEADING PROFESSIONALS
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Find content in seconds

Your colleagues will find on-brand content in seconds with fast and powerful search

Request demo
Read more





Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Blazing fast search

Cloud-based search gives results in milliseconds regardless of your organization's library size
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Modern web navigation and search bar

Browse via categories or filter your search with labels
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Easy to use for everyone 

Regardless of your experience or technical capabilities, you will easily find what you need
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Works directly in PowerPoint

Search works in PowerPoint via the browser, in SharePoint and in Teams








Make on-brand slides, images, documents, text, and icons easy to find 




 
 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Customize your proposal in seconds with placeholders
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Lock slides and get compliance
See locked slides
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Find on-brand and up-to-date slides 
directly in PowerPoint 






 
 Your browser does not support the video tag.



Book meeting
Read more






Version control and compliance

Help your colleagues use the latest on-brand and compliant up-to-date materials
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Centralized content control


Let selected employees manage content centrally and avoid duplicates or version conflict
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Fully lock sensitive slides


Lock entire sildes that should never be changed
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Instant user notification


Users are instantly updated if an administrator changes a slide they are working on
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Avoid copy-paste mistakes with placeholders


Fill in standard information and let the presentations update based on your input
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Simple team permission


Give admin permissions to teams while remaining in control of the main library
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Would you like to explore more?

Contact sales

Read more










Organize and update in seconds

Scan for similar slides, merge duplicates,  update slides in multiple presentations with one click and track slide usage

Book demo

Read more
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Track what is being used
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Add root slide to multiple presentations
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Scan for similar slides and merge duplicates
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Use labels and tags instead of legacy folder structure
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Edit directly in PowerPoint and update with single click
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Scan for similar slides and merge duplicates
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Track what is being used
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Use labels and tags instead of legacy folder structure
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Add root slide to multiple presentations
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Edit directly in PowerPoint and update with single click







Grow via end-user suggestions

Let your team suggest slides but remain in control

Schedule demo

Read more





 
 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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All team members can suggest but you approve


Depending on your settings, users can add suggestions directly from PowerPoint in a click
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Dashboard for friendly competition


Top contributor dashboard allows everyone to track who adds the most new valuable slides
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Smart workflow


Delegate submissions, reject, request rework or approve via the customisable approval flow








Designed to streamline proposal 
building for everyone involved
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Sales


Build custom proposals without being a PowerPoint expert
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Marketing


Make on-brand assets available and see what is being used
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Consultants and free earners


Build proposals in minutes and suggest new slides
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Bid managers


Manage CVs, cases and best-practice in one platform across the Office suite
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In-house design team


Let others leverage your designs via a central library instead of design rules
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Compliance teams


Lock slides that should never be changed








Make it fast to build proposals in PowerPoint
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Easy for end-users



Find and insert on-brand slides in seconds via a modern cloud-based platform
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Full control and transparency for asset managers


Full control over assets and live statistics that allows you to see what is being used
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Use contribution to grow your library as a team


Let users suggest their best slides and approve the ones that are on-brand
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 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Read more
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Easy for End-users
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Find and insert on-brand slides in seconds via a modern cloud-based platform




 
 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Full control and transparency for asset managers
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Find and insert on-brand slides in seconds via a modern cloud-based platform
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Contribution - grow your library as a team
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Let users suggest their best slides and approve the ones that are on-brand
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Read more






Leverage modern technology that works on Mac and modern browsers
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The same assets across applications



Use the same assets in PowerPoint, Word, Excel, and Outlook on PC, Mac, or Web
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A consistent experience in PowerPoint, Word, Excel, and Outlook


Save your team the hassle of learning new tools in each application
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File actions customized to each application


How end users interacted with each assets optimized for the active application







What code platform does it use

Where does it run on

Does it work in Teams, SharePoint & Dropbox

What is installed

Does it slow down your machine

How are updates managed


The old way

VSTO

Office on Windows

No, it does not work

Average +200mb on each local machine

It slows down your machine

Manual updates on each machine
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SlideHub way

Office.js

Office on Windows, Mac, mobile and online

Yes, it works

Average 20kb on each local machine

It keeps speed of your machine

Instantly updates multiple times per week




What code platform does it use?



The old way



VSTO


SlideHub way
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Office.js



Where does it run on



The old way



Office on Windows


SlideHub way
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Office on Windows, Mac, mobile and online



What code platform does it use?



The old way



No, it does not work


SlideHub way
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Yes, it works



What code platform does it use?



The old way



Average +200mb on each local machine


SlideHub way
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Average 20kb on each local machine



What code platform does it use?



The old way



It slows down your machine


SlideHub way
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It keeps speed of your machine



What code platform does it use?



The old way



Manual updates on each machine


SlideHub way
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Instantly updates multiple times per week




Request demo






Make it fast to build proposals in PowerPoint
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Easy for end-users



Find and insert on-brand slides in seconds via a modern cloud-based platform
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Full control and transparency for asset managers


Full control over assets and live statistics that allows you to see what is being used
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Use contribution to grow your library as a team


Let users suggest their best slides and approve the ones that are on-brand
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 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Read more
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Easy for End-users
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Find and insert on-brand slides in seconds via a modern cloud-based platform




 
 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Full control and transparency for asset managers
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Find and insert on-brand slides in seconds via a modern cloud-based platform
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Contribution - grow your library as a team
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Let users suggest their best slides and approve the ones that are on-brand
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Read more








YOU GET MORE THAN SOFTWARE

We help to ensure full adoption

Contact sales

See cases
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Our dedicated customer success representative offers unlimited, customized support
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We take ownership of the process and conduct all onboarding sessions if needed
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We provide data-driven advice and regular suggestions for improvements
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We host ongoing refresher sessions and introductions to new features for your team



First-class onboarding with great flexibility and a deep understanding for the customer
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Jens Hjorth-Larsen
COO








How to become a SlideHub customer
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Evaluate relevance during the demo(s)
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Begin with a monthly plan for a minimal number of users
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Benefit from a SlideHub-supported rollout
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Gain certainty about SlideHub's value
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Commit to an annual deal to unlock volume discounts
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Receive ongoing customer success support for maximum value realization
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Evaluate relevance during the demo(s)
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Begin with a monthly plan for a minimal number of users
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Benefit from a SlideHub-supported rollout
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Gain certainty about SlideHub's value
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Commit to an annual deal to unlock volume discounts
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Receive ongoing customer success support for maximum value realization






Book demo

See pricing
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4.5
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PowerPoint Asset platform
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Always on-brand

Centralize and manage company slides, icons, and images in one solution
See how
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 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Accessible everywhere

Access and insert all assets directly in PowerPoint
Check the latest
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 Your browser does not support the video tag.
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Future-proof cloud

Simple, transparent, and GDPR-compliant management interface
Explore the future
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Version control

Make it easy for everyone to stay up-to-date with the most recent slide version
Check the latest
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Powerful search

Lightning fast and cloud-enabled search across all assets
Learn more
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Off the shelf assets

Never start from scratch – access 3000+ high quality pre-made slides and icons
Start creating
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Optional Platform Add-ons
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PowerPoint Design Service
Give selected employees access to the world’s fastest PowerPoint Design Service


Book demo

Watch demo
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[image: ]Visual enhancement
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[image: ]Note to slide
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PowerPoint assets implementation service

Add support for building and maintaining your PowerPoint assets
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Slide library kick-start

Hit the ground running with a full company library with on-brand, approved inspiration slides
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New template & guidelines

Ensure your team has access to a best- practice PowerPoint template and guidelines that works in practice
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Ongoing slide library maintenance

Increase service and software synergy via ongoing scanning and implementation of high-quality service slides
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Fix and implement existing slide library

Ensure full visual consistency and full implementation of the company library
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Implement existing assets

Get hundreds of on-brand company slides added to your company library






Read more













You are in good hands
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Making on-brand slides available directly in PowerPoint is a great way to increase brand compliance. It's also a time-saver as our consultants can leverage existing and frequently used company slides
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[image: ]Mette Nielsen
HR & Marketing Director, Epinion







Join 500+ other companies
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Keep exploring 
Book a demo and see if there is a mutual fit
or keep exploring more features

Book demo

All features
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Security setup

How we protect your data
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Pricing

Simple seat based pricing
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Watch videos

On-demand demos and walkthroughs
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Client cases

See how other companies use SlideHub
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sitemap
PowerPoint software
PowerPoint services
Implementation+
About
How the service works
Pricing
Career
All features
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Blog
Contact
Book demo
GDPR
Legal & Confidentiality
Terms
Help center
Service status
End-user licence agreement
Privacy

Resources
Free resources
How to create business presentations
PowerPoint for Business Professionals
Guide: How to outsource PowerPoint presentations

login
Login with password
Login with email
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